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This internship can be followed by PhD thesis (funding available).

Context
Compilers must restructure the application to use as best as possible computing and storage
resources. In general, parallel runtimes [2] (interpreters) do a better job than compilers, as
the availability of dynamic informations (variable values, tests, loop iterations) make possible
to make the right decisions. However, runtimes come with an overhead, which push them to
coarse-grain task scheduling, while compilers are usually in charge of mapping the tasks to
computation units (GPU, FPGA, etc) and then to extract fine-grain parallelism.
The polytrace Inria exploratory action investiguates how compilers can exploit runtime
analysis on several execution traces to infer a general code optimization scheme. We focus on
programs from the polyhedral model [3], where the operations of the execution trace depends
only on input size and where the compilation schemes are affine functions (schedule, resource
allocation, etc). We believe this will make possible to obtain levels of optimizations out-of-reach
by a purely static compilation.

Goals
In this internship, we focus on the inference of a buffer allocation function [1] from several
execution traces. Given a program manipulating a temporary array a, we want to derive the best
possible allocation function σ such that any access a[~i] can be safely substituted by buffer[σ(~i)],
while minimizing the buffer size (the size of range(σ)).
• Bibliography. Methods for (static/dynamic) buffer allocation and piecewise affine regression.
• Research. On some simple examples, find how to infer an optimal mapping σ, then propose
an algorithm.
• Experimental validation. The approach will be implemented and checked on the polyhedral
community benchmarks [4].
Skills expected. Notions in compilers, experience with C++.
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